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Introduction 
Many complex geometric objects are composed of rather simple components. Thus, when a 
simulation problem calls for solving partial differential equations defined within, on, or exterior 
to the object, the simplest procedure is to generate each component grid independently with a 
sufficient overlap so that information can be transmitted from one grid to the other. The 
development and analysis of solution procedures on this type of grid system has been studied by 
Starius [8,9], Kreiss [5], and Mastin and McConnaughey [6]. The practical application of 
overlapping grids to the solution of problems in computational fluid dynamics has been 
demonstrated in the papers by Atta [l], Atta and Vadyak [2], Thompson [ll], Steger and Burring 
[lo] and Benek et al. [3]. Conservation properties, as well as accuracy, of difference schemes are 
also important, and this has been addressed by Rai [7] and Berger [4]. 
A large number of the popular codes in computational fluid dynamics rely on the alternating 
direction implicit algorithms. However, when an implicit algorithm is used on a multi-component 
grid system, there may be boundary points on the component grids which are interior to the 
physical region. At such points, boundary values are not available. Lagging the solution values at 
those grid boundary points lying in the interior of the physical region can lead to a loss of 
accuracy in the solution of transient problems. The temporal step length could be reduced, but 
that would defeat the purpose in choosing an implicit method. 
This report will describe ways of eliminating the time lag in the implicit solution of transient 
problems. For simplicity, mixed derivative terms, which are normally lagged, and source terms 
are not included in the partial differential equations. The spatial variables, x and y, are 
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computational variables defined by the grids. Thus the techniques apply to both rectangular 
grids and curvilinear grids. 
Implicit methods 
The fundamental concepts are quite simple and can be demonstrated by considering the 
one-dimensional equation 
u, = Lu, 
where L is a differential operator of the form 
Lu = Au, + Bu,, . 
Since implicit methods generally require linearization of the difference equations, it may as well 
be assumed that L is linear. Suppose that two grids G, and G, are given on the intervals [a, c] 
and [b, d], respectively, where 
a<b<c<d. 
If M denotes the usual second order difference approximation of L, then the Crank-Nicolson 
equation can be written as 
.;+I = u; + +At( Mu:+’ + Mu;). 
Here i is the spatial index, n is the temporal index, and At is the step length. Now suppose 
values on G, and G, are known at level n and values at level n + 1 are to be computed on G,. 
While solution values needed in (2) at x = c can be interpolated from G, for level n, the 
corresponding values at level n + 1 are unavailable. If these unknown values are replaced by the 
values at level n, then the local truncation error at the neighboring interior point is increased by 
a term on the order of 0(At2/Ax2). The value Ax represents the spatial grid spacing on G,, or 
the spacing at x = c in the case of a nonuniform grid. In any event, when Ax is small, this 
lagging of solution values will seriously degrade the temporal accuracy of the approximation. The 
error can be reduced by following a particular order in updating the solution values at the 
interior grid boundary points. The correct sequence of computations is indicated in the following 
steps. 
(1) Calculate u”+l on G, with level n values at x = c. 
(2) Calculate u”+l on G, with level n + 1 values at x = b. 
(3) Calculate zP+~ on G2 with level n + 1 values at x = b. 
(4) Calculate zPf2 on G, with level n + 2 values at x = c. 
Now the error induced by using the previous value at x = c in step (1) is offset by the use of the 
advanced value in step (4). In fact, the local truncation error at the neighboring interior point is 
increased by a term of order 0( At3/Ax2) when the solution is advanced from level n to n + 2. 
The same error reduction would also occur at x = b. 
Clearly, this four-step alternating grid scheme is only a partial solution. Unless the solution 
exhibited a linear growth or decay, there would still be points with a local truncation error of 
order one whenever At = Ax. However, this does not necessarily mean that the global error in the 
numerical solution would be increased to that order. The actual error in the solution would also 
depend on other factors such as the extent of the overlap. Note that the same updating procedure 
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could be applied to implicit methods other than the Crank-Nicholson method, but the reduction 
in local truncation error would not be the same. 
The alternating grid concept has also been used in the development of another method for 
implementing implicit algorithms on composite grid systems. This method also alternately 
employs the forward difference explicit equation 
.;+’ = u: + AtMu: (3) 
and the backward difference implicit equation 
ntl u:+’ = u; + AtMu, . (4 
The computational sequence is illustrated in the following four-step procedure which advances 
the solution from level n to level n + 2. 
(1) Calculate un+i on G, using explicit equation (3). 
(2) Calculate unfl on G, using implicit equation (4). 
(3) Calculate uns2 on G, using explicit equation (3). 
(4) Calculate un+’ on G, using implicit equation (4). 
The method alternates the explicit and implicit calculations in the same manner as the 
well-known hopscotch algorithm. Thus, the name hopscotch will be associated with this method. 
The method has several desirable properties. All values needed at the grid boundaries b and c 
can be computed by interpolation from solution values at the correct time level. The overall 
method is second-order accurate in time and unconditionally stable. This fact follows by noting 
that the combined sequence of (3) followed by (4) is equivalent to a Crank-Nicolson step with 
step length of 2At. 
The consequences of lagging solution values at grid boundaries can be even more serious for 
multi-dimensional problems. Suppose for example that the operator L in (1) is defined as 
Lu = Au, + Bu, + cu,, + Du,, . 
Let M, and My denote the difference approximations of the x and y derivative parts of L. If the 
parabolic equation (1) is solved by an ADI method, such as Peaceman-Rachford, the algorithm 
becomes 
u n+1’2 = u” + :At( Mp”+“* + Mp”), Pa> 
U n+l = U”+1/2 + $At J,f#+‘/* + M_#+lj. 
( (5b) 
Now the error that occurs in the first step of the algorithm is further magnified in the second 
step. This argument can be made more precise by noting that the Peaceman-Rachford AD1 
method is a perturbation of the two-dimensional Crank-Nicolson method with a perturbation 
term 
+At2M,2M;(un - zP+‘). 
A lagged value in this term produces a truncation error term on the order of 0( At3/Ax2Ay2). 
The alternating grid procedure would reduce this to 0( At4/Ax2Ay2). The one-dimensional 
hopscotch algorithm would not be a computationally efficient method for two-dimensional 
problems. However, the same effect can be realized by inserting additional steps in the AD1 
algorithm. The procedure is again demonstrated using two grids G, and G2. Note that equation 
(5a) can be written as 
V n+*‘2 = u” + :At( Mxu” + Myun), (64 
U 
n+1/2 _ 
- v”+l’* + :At(Mxu”+1’2 - Mxu”), (6b) 
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while (5b) can be replaced by 
V 
n+1_ _ Un+l/2 + i&j Mxu”+1/2 + j$fU”+l/2), 
(64 
U 
n+1_ - g+l + +Af(MyzP+’ - MY~“+1’2). (6d) 
These split forms would require additional computations, and should only be used to generate 
interpolated values at interior grid boundaries. The following steps illustrate one possible method 
of computation. 
(1) Calculate v”+~/~ on G, using (6a), 
(2) Calculate z8’+r12 on G, using (5a), 
(3) Calculate u”+~/~ on G, using (6b), 
(4) Calculate v”+l on G, using (6c), 
(5) Calculate u”+l on G, using (5b), 
(6) Calculate u”+l on G2 using (6d). 
Note that at each step the necessary boundary values for one grid can be interpolated from 
values at the correct level on the other grid. 
The efficacy of the alternating grid and hopscotch methods is exhibited in the solution of a 
one-dimensional model problem. The Burgers equation, written in a reference frame translating 
at speed c, 
u, + (u - +, + PU,, (7) 
has an exact solution 
u(x, t)= + l- tanh 
i 
2(x + 1) + (2c - l)t 
4P 1. 
This equation is solved on the interval [ - 2, 21 with the exact initial value at t = 0 and boundary 
values at x = - 2 and x = 2. A second order linearization and the usual central difference 
approximations are used. An overlapping set of two grids on the intervals [ -2, 0.1251 and 
[ -0.125, 21 is constructed. The solution for values of c = 0.4 and p = 0.05 is computed using 
Fig. 1 
0 
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. Implicit solution with boundary values lagged. (- exact solution.) 
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Fig. 2. Implicit solution with alternating grid update at boundary. (- exact solution.) 
Fig. 3. Spurious values resulting from alternating grid update. (- exact solution.) 
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Fig. 4. Implicit solution with grid hopscotch. (- exact solution.) 
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three different methods. The form of the actual solution indicates that an increase in t would 
result in a translation of the graph in the positive x-direction. When a numerical solution is 
computed with the Crank-Nicolson equation (2) and the values at x = +0.125 are lagged, there 
is a marked deviation between the numerical and analytic solutions as they pass through the 
overlap interval. Although the numerical solution lags behind the actual solution, they are 
qualitatively similar with no indication of instability in the numerical solution. A comparison of 
the solutions at various times is plotted in Fig. 1. The lag in the numerical solution is eliminated 
when the alternating grid method is used. A careful examination of Fig. 2 reveals an anomaly in 
the graph at the grid points adjacent to the interior boundary points x = kO.125. This is more 
evident on the enlargement in Fig. 3. Note that the problem occurs only at the points where the 
exceptional difference approximation is employed. The most accurate numerical solution for this 
example is calculated using the hopscotch algorithm. That solution appears in Fig. 4. In all of 
these figures, linear interpolation was used to determine solution values at grid boundaries. 
Appendix 
The local truncation error estimates for 
grid updating can be verified with Taylor 
sional problem is presented here. 
The linear parabolic equation 
U, = Au, + Bu,, 
the cases of lagged boundary values and alternating 
series expansions. A comparison for the one-dimen- 
64.1) 
is approximated by the Crank-Nicolson equation 
q+l = u; + :At g-( 24;:; - 24:-i’ + u:+l - u:_,) 
+ (&‘a~*)( u;$ - 2u7+’ + u;:; + u;+i - 2~; + u:-,) . 1 64.2) 
If xi-i is a point where the solution value is lagged, so that u:?~ is replaced by z&i, then the 
difference equation is perturbed by the term 
+At[(A/2Ax)(ui”_:l- &) - (B,‘Ax”)(u;Y.+; - &)]. (A4 
The equation (A.2) is centered at the point 
x=x. I) t = t”f’/2 2 
and when the perturbation term (A.3) is expanded about this point, the result is 
( At2/Ax2)[$4Ax - +I?] [u, + Axu,,] ;+I’* + . . . = 0( At2,‘Ax2). 
All terms in the expansion contain at least one temporal derivative. 
The local truncation error for the alternating grid method can be derived by considering two 
successive steps. If the solution value is lagged in the first step, the equation (A.2) is again 
perturbed by the term (A.3). In the second step, when the solution is advanced from level n + 1 
to level n + 2, the substitution of u:_‘: for $2; in the Crank-Nicolson equation results in a 
perturbation term 
;At [(;AAx)( u;-‘,’ - u:-i’) - (B/Ax*)( u;:; - u:-+:)] . (A4 
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Thus the total increase in truncation error is the sum of (A.3) and (A.4) or 
(A4 
Now the truncation error over two Crank-Nicolson steps can be evaluated by expanding at the 
center point 
x=x;, t = tn+i. 
Expanding the term (A.5) at the same point yields the local truncation error estimate 
-(&‘/Ax’)[+AAx - ;I?] [ u,, - Axu,,,],~+~ + . *. = 0(At3/Ax2). 
This same argument can be used to analyze the local truncation error in the solution of 
multi-dimensional problems by the Crank-Nicolson method. An analysis of an AD1 scheme can 
also be carried out either directly or by considering the AD1 method as a perturbation of the 
Crank-Nicolson method. Since the basic technique is the same (as expansion at level n + 1 or 
level n + l), and no additional insight on the behavior of the error is evident, the two-dimen- 
sional derivations of local truncation error will not be included. 
The form of the above error estimates allows one to confirm a result which should be 
intuitively obvious. The practice of lagging boundary values does not produce error in the 
solution of steady-state problems. 
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